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Missions of the EU
Solutions for difficult problems
Neutrons help us to understand and make the world sustainable
Neutrons provide unique insights into matter and biological, chemical and physical processes. These insights are essential if we are to develop the technologies we urgently need
to solve society’s problems in a sustainable way.

Cancer
Neutron capture therapy has been used very successfully for the treatment of certain
types of cancer. Research into biological processes and structures is the basis for new
anti-cancer drugs, such as cancer-specific proteins. (See for example page 18)

Climate change and social transformation
Neutron research is a particularly powerful tool whenever magnetic phenomena, light elements or large volumes come into play. It is indispensable for understanding modern highperformance materials for the energy transition. Spintronics paves the way for energysaving data processing. Thanks to neutrons, modern energy sources and storage systems
can be developed and greenhouse gas sources and sinks studied. And researchers themselves are role models for society because they actively adapt to change and cooperate
across borders. (See for example pages 14 and 20)

Soil health and nutrition
Neutron imaging techniques allow us to understand the structure and water balance of
our soils, so that we can have a more positive impact on them. Neutron activation analysis
provides an excellent way to non-destructively determine the elemental composition of
geological samples. It is widely used for the trace analysis of heavy metals in drinking water samples, but is also of particular interest for unique materials, such as those found in
meteorites. (See for example pages 14 and 24)

Smart cities
In synergy with other methods, neutron research contributes to the development of materials and processes that improve the energy, heat and air balance in our cities. Research
areas include advanced photovoltaics, electromobility and climate-neutral building materials. (See for example pages 14 and 20)

Healthy oceans, coastal and inland waters
Polymers, foams and nanoparticles are typical objects of investigation for neutron research. How do such synthetic materials behave in water? What happens when they age
and decay? Neutrons also play a role in the fight against environmental toxins since the
smallest traces of chemical substances can be detected by neutron activation. (See for
example pages 18 and 24)

The European Commission has set priorities for its new research and development programme in order to focus funding on important challenges
facing society. The KFN recommends that, in keeping with these priorities, research with neutrons should face up to its responsibility to society, both
through directly applied research and through fundamental research.
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Protein with relevance for cancer drugs
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An indispensable tool
Neutrons are unique
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Neutrons penetrate deep into matter and can even pass through entire components. They
therefore contribute to our understanding of the internal structure of complex objects and
to the development of new materials.
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Material properties

Outstanding results
The construction and operation of neutron sources require a great deal of effort on the part
of society, which makes a sort of loan to science, which science then repays by producing
outstanding results.

NNe

Our present-day understanding of magnetism is overwhelmingly based on experiments
with neutrons, since, due to their magnetic moment, they are an unrivalled tool for imaging
magnetic fields. Neutrons are currently being used to investigate topological structures,
unconventional superconductivity and completely new ground states, with applications
that will revolutionise more than just the field of information technology.
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Magnetism

Biological “eyeglasses”
The sensitivity of neutrons to light elements and the possibility of distinguishing hydrogen from deuterium (or heavy hydrogen) in experiments make neutron scattering a unique
method for solving biological questions, e.g. concerning the structural details of enzymes
and genes, whose functionality is often determined by the position of a hydrogen atom
(proton).
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Structure determination on length scales from centimetres to sub-nanometres and the
determination of modes of motion over time scales from seconds to sub-picoseconds these properties make neutrons an important tool for answering questions in a multitude
of scientific fields, ranging from basic to industrial research:

Dynamics of matter
By investigating the direct influence of atomic motions on the properties of substances,
materials can be optimised in a targeted manner. Neutrons are ideally suited because they
scatter from the atomic nuclei, making it possible to understand even complex relations,
e.g. when the atomic motions cannot be described using simple models.

fields

A must-use technique
As recognised when the 1994 Nobel Prize was awarded to C. G. Shull and B. N. Brockhouse
for their experiments with neutron scattering, neutrons are a unique probe for the study of
matter that provide the answer to the two key questions, namely where atoms “are” and
what atoms “do”. Due to their fundamental characteristics, neutrons are complementary to
photons and as such are absolutely indispensable.

Neutrons can be used as probes to gain unique insights into matter. At the same time, they also allow us to “see” properties and processes that are
difficult or impossible to access using other techniques. In combination with other research methods, they make an invaluable contribution.
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Research with neutrons in Germany
Research with neutrons is an indispensable technique. It is dependent on large-scale
facilities and is predominantly knowledge-oriented. Europe is a recognised world leader.
With over 1500 researchers, German neutron research occupies a prominent position within
Europe. More than half of these researchers work at universities and about another third
at Max Planck, Helmholtz and Leibniz institutes. Other users come from other institutions
such as the Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung (BAM) or the FraunhoferGesellschaft, or from industry.
Neutron research in Germany is highly collaborative. University and non-university
research is closely networked. Thanks to an abundance of synergistic and interdisciplinary
research projects, it is extraordinarily successful. When it comes to the development of
new measurement methods and the construction and operation of innovative instrumentation, research with neutrons in Germany is among the best in the world.

In the last 20 years, the conditions for research with neutrons in Germany and Europe
have changed dramatically. Following the closure of the sources at the Jülich Research
Centre and the Helmholtz Centres in Geesthacht and Berlin, neutron research in Germany is
undergoing a period of transformation. To help shape this transformation in the interest of
scientific users, the 11th KFN presents on the following page a number of recommendations
concerning strategic aspects of German neutron research in the coming years.
The Committee Research with Neutrons (KFN) is the elected representative of neutron
users working in Germany and German neutron users working abroad. It represents the interests of these users vis-à-vis the neutron sources as well as vis-à-vis the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) as the body that funds neutron research. The 11th
KFN would like to thank the representatives of the sources and the BMBF for the close and
successful cooperation. We are confident that research with neutrons in Germany will continue to produce outstanding science and will remain firmly rooted in European cooperation.

As a result, German neutron research is built on excellent foundations thanks to:
>> A large number of outstanding university and non-university research groups that use
experiments with neutrons as a method for investigating a wide range of topics.
>> The MLZ, where the know-how from four German neutron centres is condensed into outstanding instruments that are recognised worldwide.
>> The progress and scientific exploitation of the Endurance programme of the Institut
Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble.
>> Prominent participation in the European Spallation Source (ESS) with novel instruments
that provide access to materials and phenomena that previously could not be investigated.
>> The globally unique funding model ErUM-Pro, which promotes the science-driven
development of methods by universities, thus bringing together universities and neutron
sources.
>> The development of new concepts for the provision of neutrons.
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Recommendations
of the Committee Research with Neutrons
MLZ – A large-scale research facility in a university environment
>> With its outstanding training programmes, unique research portfolio and strong tradition of method development, the research neutron source Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II) at
the Technical University of Munich enables research with neutrons at the highest level. The
reliable operation of FRM II and its scientific use in the MLZ is vital for German and European
neutron research and must be secured by all means.
>> Sufficient funding must be available to be able to implement the latest developments in
neutron technology and continuously modernise instrumentation. In addition, it must be possible to adapt to changing societal challenges.
>> The transfer of knowledge, experience and, where appropriate, instruments from the HZB
to the MLZ should be continued.
>> The MLZ should increase its efforts to create opportunities for excellent young scientists, e.g. via Helmholtz junior research groups and tenure-track professorships based directly at the MLZ.
>> The KFN supports the ”one MLZ” initiative set up by the cooperation partners involving
even closer cooperation in research, development and instrument operation, as well as
increased involvement of the MLZ in the League of advanced European Neutron Sources
(LENS).
>> The novel ultracold neutron (UCN) source promises unique new possibilities and should
be put into operation.
Use of investments at the ILL
>> The Endurance programme launched at the European high flux neutron source, which
is also supported by Germany as an Associate country of the ILL, opens up significant new
research opportunities through outstanding innovations in instrumentation. To allow these
investments to be efficiently transformed into scientific knowledge, the ILL should plan its
operation to provide maximum beam time.
>> The ILL should be operated for as long as possible.

Exploiting the scientific potential of the ESS
>> The extraordinary potential of this unique pulsed neutron source must be resolutely
converted into outstanding science. To this end, the ESS instrumentation currently under
construction must be brought up to its full performance potential as a matter of priority.
>> The ESS should foster the timely and efficient development of new concepts by providing
beamlines; in addition, beamlines should be available at the ESS that can be used to respond
quickly to the needs of new scientific issues.
>> Funds for instrument upgrades should be factored in at an early stage.
International leader in expertise and know-how
The expertise in neutron scattering and source operation available in Germany should be
used to build novel accelerator-driven sources. The KFN strongly supports the development
of such sources. The necessary development work should begin immediately.
Digital transformation opens up new potential
>> Concerted digitalisation measures can significantly improve efficiency in the planning,
preparation, execution and evaluation of experiments – e.g. through virtual instruments or AI
tools for data analysis.
>> Data management must be further developed in accordance with the FAIR principles.
Well-networked neutron research
>> The funding of innovative instrumentation within the BMBF’s ErUM-Pro programme
brings together the expertise and creativity of neutron researchers. In this way, university
research and user networks can make important methodological contributions to instrumentation and crucially enhance experimental and analytical capabilities. This funding
should be strengthened and extended.
>> Research with neutrons has traditionally benefited from international cooperation at the
highest level in terms of intensity and efficiency. The KFN recommends further intensifying
cooperation between sources and techniques and making even greater use of synergies.
This includes utilising all international sources.

Collimator of MEDAPP / NECTAR
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Fields of research
Cultural and natural heritage

Material development

Energy and the environment

Biology and health

Particles And the Universe

Material development
Biology and health
12
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Material development
New materials
Improved heat conduction in semiconductors, weight reduction with better crash resistance,
hydrogen storage in metal hydrides, high-strength and heat-resistant, easy-to-process titanium aluminides, intelligent nanomaterials as sensors – completely new materials are
being developed to meet the needs and demands of society. Without neutrons, their design
and characterisation would be unthinkable.
Materials research makes use of the multitude of analytical methods involving neutrons on
many scales of length, time and complexity. With neutrons, however, completely new states
are also constantly being discovered, which we must first learn to use - such as complex
quantum materials under extreme conditions.
New materials and intelligent adaptive nanostructures
About 20 % of neutron experiments worldwide investigate so-called “soft matter” materials (with a smooth transition to biological systems). These include polymers, colloidal
nanosystems, surfactants, (nano- and micro-) gels and hybrid systems from these groups
with, for example, organic and inorganic components in a single material. Some of these
systems can self-assemble into functional structures on a nano- to micrometre scale.
Such materials are extremely important for everyday applications, ranging from impactresistant plastic to consumer care products such as detergents.
In basic research, so-called intelligent polymers and colloids have recently been investigated, which are particularly suitable for the development of sensors and smart carriers
for active pharmaceutical ingredients (drug delivery). Self-healing materials are also being
investigated, which, for example, automatically repair cracks and fissures and have great
potential for use in structural materials in space or underwater applications. Plastic-based
lightweight construction materials are particularly sustainable, e.g. for use in car body construction (carbon fibre composites), where they could contribute significantly to reducing
fuel consumption and improving the CO2 balance of vehicles.
For medical applications, smart polymer hydrogels are of particular interest, as they appear
to be suitable for devices in the field of personalised medicine and for possible use as
scaffolding for the regeneration of tissue and organ parts. Since all these materials often
contain many light elements alongside heavy elements, neutron scattering offers unique
advantages for structural analysis compared to other types of radiation and provides complementary information.

Information technology
Magnetic phenomena are often crucial for determining the functional properties of new
materials for future developments in information technologies. Neutron scattering is
therefore particularly important in this field.
Memory and processors: To overcome the approaching physical limits of conventional
storage media, we need to use more sophisticated magnetic media that can only be analysed by neutron scattering. In data processing, too, magnetism can make it possible to
overcome physical limits. Computing with magnetic moments avoids the dissipation of
electronic charge currents and the impact this has on cost and the CO2 balance. The foundations of “spintronics” were laid in work by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg (Nobel Prize
2007), but there is still a long way to go before we have magnetic computing components.
Quantum Computing: The development of quantum computers is currently being vigorously
pursued in both public and industrial research, with magnetic systems and superconductors
playing a central role.
Superconductivity
Superconductivity, i.e. the ability to carry an electric current without energy consumption, is
a fascinating field in both applied and fundamental research, but the superconductors with
the most interesting properties remain a mystery. Only neutron experiments can provide the
missing insights into the relationship between magnetism and superconductivity.
Material optimisation
It is vitally important for developers and engineers to take into account the residual
stresses that may occur during the manufacture and machining of parts when they assess
the service life of components. This is particularly true for novel processes such as additive manufacturing, where modern high-performance materials such as superalloys and
titanium aluminides are used. Fibre- or particle-reinforced metal composites are also
increasingly used for high-strength and/or temperature-resistant components. The interactions associated with the different material components lead to residual stresses and
defects, which must be taken into account when analysing the stability of the components.
Neutrons can make a decisive contribution here, as they can provide non-destructive insights into components on the micrometre scale as well as quantitative determination of
the residual stress distribution.

New and improved materials are more sustainable and more efficient than ever before; they are changing our lives and saving energy. For this to happen,
we need to understand their fundamental processes and mechanisms. Without insights from neutron scattering, many of these materials would not exist.
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Skyrmions - a possible basis for quantum computers
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»

Today’s Technology
is tomorrow’s bread
Today’s science
is tomorrow’s technology
Richard von Weizsäcker

Determination of the residual stress distribution along a weld seam in a plate made of a high-temperature Ni-based superalloy
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Biology and health
From cells to antibiotics
Neutrons as “biological probes”
Neutrons are particularly sensitive to hydrogen, which plays a fundamental role in organic
substances. Their energy is also perfect for studying the dynamics of biomolecules. Unlike other techniques, thermal neutrons do not cause radiation damage and do not change
the oxidation states, making it possible to study biomolecules directly under their actual
working conditions.
Contrast variation
By means of targeted deuteration, certain components of complex biological systems can
be made “visible” or “invisible”. In this way, the involvement of components in biological
processes can be selectively shown or hidden and hence investigated.
Biocatalysts
Without special catalysts, almost all chemical reactions in our cells would take place far
too slowly to make life as we know it possible. The customised proteins which perform this
task in cells are known as enzymes. Hydrogen atoms (protons) play a crucial role in many
enzymatic reactions. Knowledge of the positions of hydrogen atoms (protonation states) in
the active centre of enzymes is essential, for example, for the development of new drugs,
antibiotics or inhibitors. 3D structure determination using neutrons pinpoints the exact position of these protons – something which is difficult to achieve with X-rays.
Biomolecules
It is important to note that the structures in biological systems in particular are not static
but dynamic, and that this is usually a decisive factor for their function. This is true of proteins, for example, both in terms of their internal flexibility and their diffusion within the
cell. The macromolecular concentration in biological systems is often well above 10 % by
volume (“crowding”) - i.e. proteins do not diffuse in pure water, but in a relatively viscous
environment, which can be ideally studied with neutron spectroscopy.
Medicines
Bacteria are becoming increasingly resistant to antibiotics. They break down the active ingredient with the help of a special protein, so that the drug becomes useless. It is often not
clear exactly how this happens – e.g. with penicillin. Conflicting theories about which part
of the protein’s active site temporarily parks a hydrogen atom can be tested with neutron
experiments: the mechanism is explained by determining the position of the hydrogen

atoms in the protein’s active site while it is bound to an antibiotic analogue. The results help
to develop new and better antibiotics. The same applies, for example, to hepatitis C – determining the structure of the functional protein in its natural environment leads to improved
drug development.
Understanding living cells
While microorganisms such as bacteria were initially the focus of research - e.g. why they
can live under extreme conditions – today, more complex organisms such as flatworms
are also studied. In this context, the different time scales that neutrons can analyse play a
crucial role – they are the only way to understand the internal dynamics of molecules and
their functionality.
Diagnosis and therapy
Fluorescent proteins are used as markers in cell biology and genetic engineering, e.g. to
study the spatial and temporal distribution of proteins, including in living organisms.
Molecular basics
Neutron scattering gives us a fundamental understanding of how antibiotics, viruses, genes
and enzymes work. It not only helps to develop medicines but also shapes our understanding
of modern medicine, from personalised therapy to the genetic causes of diseases.
Cancer therapies
Because neutrons can probe cell components in a very precise and non-destructive way,
they contribute to the development of drugs for targeted cancer therapy. For example, it
has been shown that PST plant molecules only damage the mitochondrial membranes of
cancer cells and in doing so disrupt their energy production – the cancer cell dies without
affecting healthy cells. Neutrons are also needed for the production of radionuclides,
which are used in diagnostics and therapy, in particular of cancer. Direct irradiation with
fast neutrons is used against tumours. In addition, neutron irradiations provide novel radionuclides that are relevant for medicine.

One of the strengths of neutrons is that we can use them to see hydrogen atoms. This allows us to understand how genes, enzymes and
Model of a cancer cell
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antibiotics work, develop drugs and analyse biological processes.
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Energy and the environment
Materials and processes
Neutrons contribute to the energy transition in many ways
Many sustainable solutions for mitigating and managing climate change concern the
production, transport and storage of energy. Neutron experiments can play a decisive
role in driving forward new developments in this field. The sensitivity of neutrons to light
elements including hydrogen, and to magnetic interactions, and their ability to penetrate
large volumes, making it possible to study processes under in-situ or operando conditions, highlight the major contribution that neutron scattering can make to addressing
the consequences of climate change and preserving our environment. Whether it be for
the development of substitute materials to prevent raw material bottlenecks and establish environmentally compatible production processes, or the study of bulk samples
and superalloys under realistic conditions for material and process optimisation, e.g.
to increase the efficiency of turbines, or the improvement of conventional materials –
everywhere neutrons shed light on the interplay of different effects on the atomic scale,
often in-situ and operando or in relation to magnetic excitations, allowing conclusions to
be drawn about the functionality of new materials. This is true for entirely new concepts
such as energy-saving superconducting power lines or quantum computers, as well as
for high-performance batteries and fuel cells.
Energy production
There are many ways to produce the sustainable energy supply of tomorrow. Novel highly
efficient organic solar cells that are cheap to produce, electrolysers for producing hydrogen
from renewable energies, and synthetic fuels from renewable raw materials are all being
developed with the help of neutron scattering. High-performance materials, e.g. for turbines,
which demonstrate high strength even at high temperatures, and the optimisation of materials, e.g. by measuring residual stress during various process steps, are typical areas of
application for neutron scattering. Thermoelectric and magnetocaloric materials for energy
conversion in special application areas are studied with neutrons. Here, the coupling of
vibrations of the atomic lattice and magnetic excitations is of particular interest for the
efficiency of the materials used.
Energy storage
The development of efficient and affordable energy storage systems is one of the central
challenges for a sustainable energy economy – in particular batteries for mobile and stationary applications. With their sensitivity to light elements and high penetration depth,
neutrons can be used to investigate the “battery system” as a whole, e.g. to provide infor-

mation on ageing and degradation processes. This includes changes on a microscopic scale
such as in electrode materials, but also mesoscopic processes such as dendrite formation.
In addition to the development of lithium-ion technologies, there are promising proposals
for the use of sodium or magnesium ions as charge carriers. For this, the development of
electrode materials and suitable electrolytes with high ionic conductivity is particularly
important. Neutrons play a crucial role here - from material characterisation to process
development and the investigation of degradation mechanisms in the finished product.
The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier requires efficient storage options that have both
a high storage density and are cost-effective. In addition to pressurised storage systems,
solid-state storage systems, in which the hydrogen is chemically bound, are being investigated. As a unique probe with a high sensitivity to hydrogen, neutrons enable the characterisation of hydrogen storage systems as well as the development of fuel cells.
Climate protection and the environment
Energy efficiency and minimising CO2 emissions are important pillars for achieving climate
protection goals. Materials for the capture and storage of CO2 and the development of building materials with a low CO2 footprint or of alternative building materials are important
topics that are being investigated in a unique way with neutrons, as are smart coatings for
the temperature management of buildings.
Fundamental studies on ice and cloud formation are carried out to validate the parameters
of climate models - neutrons play a decisive role here due to their sensitivity to hydrogen
atoms. Similarly, the behaviour of water in rocks and soils is an important building block,
for example, for estimating the effects of melting permafrost. The behaviour of methane
clathrates also has implications for climate models as temperatures rise. Not only are
their deposits of interest as a possible energy source, but we must also understand their
behaviour in relation to global warming. The development of new, more effective and environmentally compatible catalysts and the study of porous membranes and molecular sieves
for use as selective filters for organic compounds are making important contributions to
environmental protection and the conservation of resources.

Tailor-made energy materials, efficient processes, optimised batteries and hydrogen storage, extremely sensitive element analysis, energy-saving
quantum computers - all this becomes feasible with neutron research.
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Operando investigation of a Li-ion cell at stress-spec
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Particles and the universe
The neutron as an object of investigation
Fundamental interactions and the early universe
The Standard Model of particle physics is one of the greatest success stories of physics. It
describes the elementary particles from which we and everything else in the visible universe are made, as well as the forces between these particles. However, it leaves many
questions unanswered, such as: What is dark matter, which determines the structure of our
universe? How was the imbalance between matter and antimatter, which is a prerequisite
for our existence, created during the early phase of the universe? And how does gravity fit
into this picture? Particle physics and cosmology are closely connected.
New physics
Finding answers to these questions is motivating the search for “new physics”, i.e. new particles, forces and symmetries. Experiments in this area are often conducted at the highest
energies, such as those provided by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. However, a
host of fundamental and often unique questions in particle physics and cosmology can be
investigated at the other end of the energy scale. Low-energy neutrons play an important
role here.
Symmetries
For many questions in particle physics, symmetries in the laws of nature and the breaking
of these symmetries are of vital importance. Key examples are:
>> Parity violation: Why does the weak interaction that describes the decay of the neutron
prefer a certain direction and thus violate mirror symmetry?
>> Time reversal violation: Which elementary processes behave asymmetrically in time?
These are a prerequisite for the matter-antimatter imbalance in our universe.
>> Baryon number violation: Are there processes in which particles can transform into their
own antiparticles?

PERKEO III SpeCtrometer at the ILL – for precision measurements on the decay of the free neutron
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Central questions
Experiments with neutrons in the field of particle physics are often precision measurements. Important examples are:
>> The search for the electric dipole moment of the neutron
>> Measuring the radioactive decay of the neutron: its lifetime and correlations between
particles
>> Quantum mechanical states in the Earth’s gravitational field
Sources
Nuclear and particle physics with neutrons is primarily carried out using intense beams of
cold (CN) and ultracold neutrons (UCN). The particularity of UCNs is that they can be stored
with the aid of material walls or magnetic fields, enabling very long observation times.
Novel sources of UCNs, so-called superthermal sources, offer much higher intensities and
enhanced possibilities. This type of helium- or deuterium-based source is in operation at
the ILL and at TRIGA Mainz, for example, and is under construction at the MLZ. Once it is
completed, the new UCN source at the MLZ promises to provide a world-leading intensity,
making it possible to perform new and vastly improved types of experiments.
In the field of cold neutrons, pulsed beams, such as those produced naturally by spallation sources, are playing an increasingly important role. The pulse structure, which is also
used at the most intense beamlines at the ILL and MLZ, enables significant improvements
in accuracy by reducing systematic uncertainties. A future beamline for particle physics at
the ESS combines this with world-leading intensity.
.

Particle physics experiments using neutrons address fundamental and often unique questions in particle physics and cosmology.
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Earth Sciences

Cultural and natural heritage

Understanding our planet

Safeguarding for future generations

The planet we live on is our lifeline. This is why a detailed understanding of geoscientific
processes, developments and interrelationships is important not just with regard to the
climate. How does the Earth’s interior behave and what influence does it have on the Earth’s
crust, which in some places seems more stable than it actually is? To what extent can
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions be predicted and disasters prevented?

Neutrons can play a major role in the non-destructive analysis of the chemical and structural properties of objects from our cultural and natural heritage. This contributes to
the conservation, documentation and/or interpretation, and management of our cultural
heritage, helping to safeguard it for future generations.

How can we predict processes on the Earth’s surface and how can we calculate the quantities of substances present? It is not just the Earth’s water balance that is essential for us.
Looking at the Earth’s past and the history of life on Earth helps us to make realistic predictions for the future. Research with neutrons provides important data on all these aspects.
Neutrons as “geoprobes“
The structures and textures of rocks in the Earth’s crust are determined by the history
of their formation. The high pressures and temperatures found in the different layers of
the Earth can be reproduced experimentally. Neutron diffraction analysis is then used to
draw conclusions about phase transitions and mineral compositions of the Earth’s layers.
By measuring cosmic neutrons at the Earth’s surface, Cosmic Ray Neutron Sensing can be
used to calculate the water content of soils.

This not only involves simply collecting data and creating databases. The results are also
used to reconstruct manufacturing processes, e.g. the casting techniques for coin alloys.
Neutron imaging techniques can provide insights into the distribution of chemical elements
in ancient coins without destroying them. When used in combination with phase analytical
methods, neutron diffraction can explain corrosion phenomena and hence improve conservation methods. The treatment of the raw materials for casting and stamping leaves
traces of the original components which can be detected by means of texture analysis
using neutrons. In this way, we can obtain clear evidence of the manufacturing techniques
used at the time.
The examination of fossils is particularly revealing. For example, a recent imaging study of
a clutch of dinosaur eggs revealed that, just like today’s birds eggs, the dinosaur eggs had
been laid one after the other and therefore preserved in different stages of development.

Timestamp
Radioactive isotopes are used to date rocks and in doing so open a window into the past.
By dating ice cores, we can find out about climatic conditions in the course of the Earth’s
history.

Parchment from the Vienna Genesis, Austrian National Library

Looking at the Earth’s past and the history of life on Earth helps us to make realistic predictions for the future. Neutrons play a key role. Nondestructive neutron analysis makes a significant contribution to the preservation, documentation and interpretation of our cultural heritage,
helping to safeguard it for future generations.
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Fossil dinosaur eggs
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Neutron sources
Combining excellence and capacity
MLZ
The Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Centre (MLZ) in Garching is one of the world’s leading centres and
the most important source for neutron research in Germany. Every year, up to 1200 scientists conduct research here, their results appearing in more than 380 scientific publications
annually and incorporated into more than 260 doctoral theses. In outstanding cooperation
between FRM II and research groups from universities, Max Planck Institutes and Helmholtz Centres, cutting-edge instrumentation has been developed which is continuously
optimised and adapted to meet the latest requirements. In addition to the 27 instruments
currently available, another seven are under construction; experiments can be conducted
on these instruments up to 240 days a year.
With its combination of user operation and in-house research and with its organisational
structure based on scientific groups, the MLZ offers unique potential for developing interinstitutional cooperation and providing a rapid response to new scientific challenges.

ESS
The European Spallation Source (ESS) will be by far the most powerful neutron source in
the world and will open up completely new prospects in neutron scattering. The ESS is being built by 13 partner countries in Lund, Sweden, all buildings are now complete. The neutron source and 15 instruments are under construction and gradual commissioning with
the first neutrons will start around 2025. The first scientific experiments should take place
nine months later, but the commissioning of all of the instruments under construction will
last at least until 2027. Each of the instruments at the ESS will be new and unique, paving
the way for completely new scientific insights. At the ESS, neutron research will be able
to penetrate problems that have so far been largely out of reach, such as the dynamics of
biological materials. German groups are involved in the construction of seven instruments
at the ESS, and many scientists serve as advisors on various committees.

ILL
The Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) operates the most successful continuous neutron source in
the world. It is on this source that European leadership in neutron scattering was founded.
Generally, around 200 days are available per year for experiments at the 40 high-performance
instruments. Neutron researchers from Germany participate in about 25 % of these experiments. Thanks to European cooperation, the ILL is the world’s leading centre for neutron
research boasting unique expertise in many areas, such as neutron polarisation and sample
environment. Due to the similarity of the two sources, cooperation between scientists at the
ILL and the MLZ is particularly close. Many publications today are the result of studies carried out on related or complementary instruments at both sources.

European Spallation Source ESS in January 2021
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Germany operates the MLZ as a national source and is heavily involved in the ILL (Grenoble, France) and the ESS (Lund, Sweden). This not only ensures
experimental time for German users, but also exerts a strategic influence on scientific policy and development.
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Methods and instruments

2

Breadth is the key
Neutron research serves a broad range of disciplines and topics. The different techniques
are reflected in instruments that are either highly specialised or can be flexibly adapted to
new and challenging questions.
Measurements on thin layers - whether polymers, biological membranes or magnetically active layers - are conducted using a combination of reflectometry and small-angle
scattering (1). With the help of neutron spectroscopy, we can find out how atoms move and
also, for example, how magnetism develops or why magnetic superconductors exist (2).

Small-angle scattering can reveal precipitates in alloys as well as vortices caused by
superconductivity (3). How do enzymes work ? How do genes switch on and off? Diffraction
with neutrons identifies the mechanism (4). Small-angle scattering with neutrons is used
to investigate complex fluids with many applications – including in-situ under deformation
(5). Operando studies on the charging and discharging behaviour of batteries help us to
understand how the ion distribution changes over many cycles, i.e. why batteries wear out
(6). Is it possible to produce a quantum spin liquid in the frustrated crystal lattice? Here
diffraction and spectroscopy work as one (7).
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Improvements to instruments and sources often produce more, better
and faster results. Completely new concepts, however, open up access to
previously inaccessible knowledge.
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Digital transformation
Research 2.0
New research opportunities lead to new challenges
New large-scale research facilities, such as the European Spallation Source (ESS), together with developments on existing instruments will create outstanding opportunities to
conduct new and exciting experiments in the coming years. New detector technologies and
new applications may increase data volumes by orders of magnitude.
Data management / analytics
Handling, analysing, storing and modelling this data will present us with new challenges.
Machine learning and big data analytics will open up entirely new analytical possibilities that
are not yet accessible.
Support through KFN initiative
ErUM-Data: In close cooperation with the Committee for Research with Synchrotron Radiation (KFS), the KFN has helped to develop recommendations for “Innovative Digital Technologies for ErUM” (“Challenges and Opportunities of Digital Transformation in Fundamental Research on Universe and Matter”) within the framework of the BMBF’s “ErUM-Data”
initiative. The results served, among other things, as the basis for an ErUM-Data action plan.
The measures proposed range from hardware considerations and applications in the field
of artificial intelligence for analysing data to the introduction of tenure-track programmes
for junior professorships.
NFDI: The consortium DAPHNE4NFDI (DAta from PHoton and Neutron Experiments for NFDI)
was set up and is managed jointly by the KFN and the KFS with the aim of allowing German
users and research centres to be integrated into the National Research Data Infrastructure NFDI. In the area of data and metadata management and high data rates, solutions for
large-scale scientific experiments are being developed. To this end, infrastructures are developed within DAPHNE4NFDI and initially implemented on sample applications; in the long
term, data management will be based on the FAIR* principles and the needs of the users.

Key topics for the future
>> Support for the implementation of the measures set out in the BMBF action plan
“ErUM-Data”, taking into account the programmes at national, European and international level.
>> Involvement in the implementation of guidelines for the benefit of users (e.g. FAIR*
principles, standards for metadata)
>> Big Data Analytics (tools for data reduction, live analysis, etc.)
>> Web-based platforms and exchange platforms for data analytics and new developments
>> Data archiving and data curation
Recommendations of the KFN
>> Implementation of the BMBF action plan “ErUM-Data”
>> Funding for personnel to implement the recommendations (e.g. tenure-track
programmes)
>> User-friendly implementation of the FAIR* principles
>> Knowledge transfer on digitalisation between the individual ErUM communities
>> Partnership between the ErUM communities for organising the digital agenda

*doi:10.1038 / sdata.2016.18

If we as humans use our intelligence properly, the use of digital technologies will greatly increase the knowledge we can gain from neutron data.
The KFN is driving this process forward.
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Research needs people
Promoting young talent
Cooperation
Scientific progress thrives on curious young people who develop their own ideas. A particular feature of research with neutrons is that it is tied to large-scale research institutions,
which means that every research project is characterised by intensive cooperation between the researchers. Young scientists therefore come into contact with researchers of
all ages and scientific disciplines very early in their careers. As the experiments are carried
out at just a handful of facilities around the world, the young scientists automatically work
in an international environment - ideal conditions for finding a future job in research, industry or administration.
Benefits for life
The allocation of beam time is an extremely competitive process: Scientists must describe
their research projects in a concise manner and convince independent selection committees
of the scientific excellence and interdisciplinary relevance of their proposal. A successful
application brings many rewards: the scientists are given the opportunity to conduct unique,
exciting experiments that will make a decisive contribution to their field of research. They
are able to work with specialists who train them in highly complex measurement techniques.
They learn to analyse large data volumes using modern software tools. They enjoy intensive
networking with researchers from different countries, providing cross-cultural experiences
that shape young scientists for life.

The modern working world
The ability to successfully manage complex projects in interaction with others, both on site
at the instrument and over long distances, is what sets neutron researchers apart. These
are qualities that are essential for today’s world of work.
Events
Entry into the world of experimental neutron research is accompanied by doctoral programmes, schools and conferences. These also have an international and interdisciplinary
flavour. Particularly worth mentioning are the HERCULES schools, the InnovaXN programme,
the neutron schools organised by the neutron centres themselves, and the RACIRI summer
school, which is organised jointly by the Committees Research with Neutrons and with Synchrotron Radiation (KFS and KFS), as well as the SNI conferences, which are also attended
by researchers working with nuclear probes and ions.

“When I think back to my time as a student, the work I did in neutron research at the Institut Laue-Langevin was certainly the most
formative. The stimulating atmosphere with researchers from over 40 countries had a lot to do with this. It was there that I learned what
matters most in research: working together in international teams, from different disciplines and different backgrounds. Teams like this
are capable of creating something really new. Just as my most exciting results during my PhD were only possible thanks to cooperation
with different working groups, the same has been true for my most successful industrial projects. What I later called “open innovation”
and “co-creation” had long been standard practice in neutron research. Because neutrons are a scarce resource, good planning and coordination are all the more important. Both are vital factors for later successful research. I therefore hope that many more generations
of students will have the opportunity to work with international teams in research with neutrons.“ Dr. Johannes Zipfel, DELSCI GmbH

Promoting networking
If we wish to open up networking opportunities for even more students, it is essential that
we promote cross-institutional cooperation and create expertise networks. Furthermore,
the time-consuming process of developing radiation sources and instruments requires
the development of human resources spanning generations and a clear outlook for young
scientists.

“I have extremely positive memories of my research with neutrons. The deep insights I gained into the physics of matter and the solid training in
data-driven modelling are both invaluable assets for a career in industry. What’s more, I still keep in touch with my many contacts from the very
well-connected global research community, who continue to this day to support me in many situations, both in my professional and private life.”
Dr. Lukas Karge, Mercedes-AMG

“During my PhD, I have been using neutron scattering to characterise the shape, size and structure of cross-linked polymers. As the most important analytical technique, it is a core topic of my work. In addition, the international environment makes working with this technique very varied
and exciting. For instance, thanks to the Bombannes Summer School, I was able to strengthen my knowledge of neutron scattering and also make
international contacts. It also gave me the opportunity to work with J.S. Pedersen at Aarhus University on developing a model for evaluating my
scattering data.” Anne C. Nickel, M. Sc.; RWTH Aachen

The KFN recommends that even greater development opportunities be offered to young scientists in research with neutrons and that career
prospects and the necessary structures be created.
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The essence of science is
international exchange and gaining
experience across national
boundaries.
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
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The future of neutron research
Our vision
New and unique fields of research
Excellent neutron experiments open up new fields of research and innovation in a variety of
fields, such as biology, chemistry, mechanical engineering, physics and archaeology. Stateof-the-art instrumentation makes it possible to perform time-resolved monitoring of chemical reactions, operando investigations of technical processes, in-situ measurements of protein kinetics and much more. The use of algorithms for data analysis and the development of
efficient measurement strategies gives us access to previously inaccessible information.

Technology transfer and innovation
In cooperation with industry or application-oriented research groups, research results, data and technologies
can be made directly usable for target
groups from society and business. The
necessary structures come from established partnerships or initiatives
that are built up within the framework
of funding programmes.
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ILL – reaping the fruits of Endurance
The ILL continues to produce first-class
science and remains a “big player” in
European know-how transfer.

Planability
Users have continuous access to neutrons. As a
result, researchers can launch and successfully
complete outstanding projects. This is a prerequisite
for ensuring that young scientists are properly integrated and supported.

MLZ - cutting-edge research in a university environment with “affiliated” Helmholtz Centres
At the MLZ, as a national centre for innovation and expertise, methodological and instrumental developments
are converted into ground-breaking scientific findings.
The MLZ is a fundamental component of the European
neutron landscape and is synergistically networked
with it.

Novel instruments and sources
Both ground-breaking instruments and novel principles for generating neutrons are
tested for their usefulness. An additional neutron source will ensure the continuity of
research.

ESS in routine operation
The ESS is in routine operation, opening up new opportunities for research with
neutrons and expanding its instrument suite in line with the latest needs and
trends.
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